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Abstract: If Y is a fibered manifold over a base manifold X. a differential form p, defined on 
the (finite) r-jet prolongation J’Y of Y, is said to be contact, if it vanishes along the s-jet 
prolongation J’y of every section y of Y, i.e., (J’y)“p = 0 for all ‘Ye The contact forms define a 
subcomplex of the de Rham complex on J’Y, and an ideal in the exterior algebra of forms on 
J’Y, called the contact ideal. The contact ideal is not generated by linear forms. Together with 
contact forms, we consider a modified notion of a strongly contact form which leads to a modified 
subcomplex of the de Rham complex. The local structure of all contact, and strongly contact 
forms is described. Applications to the higher order variational calculus on fibered manifolds are 
given. 
A’eycuorda: Fibered manifold, jet, horizontalization, contact form. 
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1. Introduction 
The problem of finding an adequate description of those differential forms on a finite 
jet prolongation of a fibered manifold which vanish identically on the jet prolongations 
of all smooth sections stands in the beginnings of the higher order global variational 
theory (see e.g. [1,3,4,5,7,11,12]). Th ese forms define an ideal of the exterior algebra 
of all forms (the contact ideal), which is not generated by linear forms. The problem 
of finding local generators of this ideal plays a basic role in the theory of variational 
sequences [9,13]. 
The complicated structure of the contact ideal has probably become one of the most 
important reasons for many researchers to consider infinite jet prolongations as basic 
structures for the geometric theory of the calculus of variations, as well as of partial 
differential equations (see [1,9,14,15,16] and the references therein). Indeed, one of 
the most important features of the infinite prolongation theory consists in the fact that 
the contact forms on the corresponding infinite-dimensional manifolds form an ideal 
which is locally generated by linear forms. 
Although the structure of the contact ideal on the infinite jet prolongation of a fibered 
manifold is comparatively simple, less is known about the finite-order case. 111 [lo]? local 
generators of the contact ideal have been found, and applied to the theory of variational 
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sequences on finite-order jet spaces. The theory has been further developed in [9], where 
decomposable forms have been introduced as the forms whose horizontal component is 
projectable, and applied to the problem of order reducibility of a lagrangian. In these 
papers, however, stress has been put on the variational theory, and many questions 
regarding the contact forms have been left aside. The purpose of this paper is to 
give a systematic exposition of the theory of contact forms as such, and basic proofs. 
We also find a generalization to higher order cases of a construction assigning to a 
first order lagrangian its fundamental Lepagean equivalent discovered in [2,6], and [7]. 
This construction is generalized to forms of an arbitrary degree. The generalization 
contains the first order case as a “singular” one, and does not carry over all the first 
order properties. 
Throughout this paper, Y is a fibered manifold with base X and projection 7r. We 
denote n = dimX, m = dimY - n. As usual, J’Y, where T 2 0, denotes the r-jet 
prolongation of Y; the canonical jet projection of J’Y on J”Y, where 0 < s < T (resp. 
on X) is denoted by rTIS (resp. ,K”). The r-jet prolongation of a section y of Y is 
denoted by J’y. If (If,+),? = (x*,y”), w h ere 1 < i < n, 1 < 0 < m, is a fibered chart 
on Y, then (U, y), v = (F’), w h ere U = T(V), denotes the associate fibered chart on 
X, and (I”,$‘),$,’ = (x’, ya, yj”l,. . .,~jq~~...~,), where ,V’ = (T’*“)-‘(V), denotes the 
associated fibered chart on J’Y. We also write +’ = (x’, yy), where 1 is a multi-index, 
and denote by 111 the length of I. 
2. Contact forms 
Let W be an open subset of the fibered manifold Y. We denote by RLW the ring 
of smooth functions on W’ = (T’~“)-‘(W). The fl;W- module of smooth differential Q- 
forms on W’ is denoted by 0iW. The algebra of smooth forms on W’ is denoted 
by R’W. 
A form p E CliW, where q > 0, is said to be contact, if JTy*p = 0 for every smooth 
section y of Y defined on an open subset of X. 
A O-form f : W’ -+ IR, i.e. a function, is contact if and only if f = 0. If q > n = dim X 
and p E Ri W, then the condition JTy*p = 0 is satisfied identically hence p is contact. If 
q > 1 and p E !liW is a contact form, then for any form 71 E RiW, the exterior product 
p A 7 is a contact form; in particular, contact forms define an ideal in the algebra of 
forms on W’. This ideal is called the contact ideal, and is denoted by cant R’W. 
It is not difficult to describe the local structure of contact l-forms. Consider a l-form 
p E IR;V. In a fibered chart (V, $), 11, = (xi, y”), p h as an expression p = Ai dxi+ B,’ dy;, 
where Ai, B,’ are functions on V’. Condition (J’y)*p = 0 for all smooth sections y 
implies Ai + B,‘y~i = 0, i.e., 
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Therefore, p is contact if and only if it has an expression of the form 
In particular, l-forms 
w; = dy; - y;idxi, IJI < T - 1, (1) 
are contact, and every contact l-form is expressible as a linear combination of these 
l-forms. It is clear that the formulas dxi = dz”, dy; = ws + y;jdx’, dyy = dyy9 where 
0 < \J( < r-l, (11 = T, establish a linear, bijective correspondence between the l-forms 
dxl, wf;, dy: and the canonical basis of l-forms dx’, dy:, dyy. 
We wish to characterize the local structure of all contact forms. We are especially 
interested in the generators of the contact ideal cant 0’W. Note that for every multi- 
index J of length )JJ Q r - 2, dw; = -w~j A dxj. In particular, the a-forms dw; wit.h 
(J( < T - 2, belong to the ideal of forms generated by the contact l-forms (I). On 
the other hand, the 2-forms dwy = -dy;; A dxi, where IJ( = T - 1 do not belong to 
the ideal of forms generated by the contact l-forms (I), but are obviously contact, 
If q > n = dim X, then every form p E SriW is contact. These remarks show, in 
particular, that the contact ideal cant R’lY is not locally generated by contact I-forms. 
3. Horizontalization 
Let T 2 0 be an integer. One can assign to every tangent vector t E TJ’+‘Y at a 
point, Ji+' y E Jr+l Y a tangent vector h[ E TJ’Y at the point Jir = K~+~,~(JG+~~) E 
J’Y by ht = T,J’y o Tn’+’ * [* The mapping h : T J’+‘Y --) TJ’Y defined by 
this formula is a vector bundle morphism over the jet projection wT+IVT; we call h the 
horizontalization. 
The tangent vector IL[ is xT+* -horizontal; we sometimes call he the horizontal com- 
ponent of [. A tangent vector 6 is a 7rT+l -vertical vector if and only if h< = 0. 
Using the complementary construction, one can assign to every tangent vector [ E 
TJ’+‘Y at, a point Ji+’ y E Jr+l Y a tangent vector p[ E TJ’Y at Jir by 
Tn r+l’r . < = ht + p[o (2) 
p< is a n’-vertical vector, and c is r”+lqr -vertical if and only if h< = 0, p< = 0. 
If [ has a fibered chart expression 
(summation through non-decreasing sequences I), then 
13) 
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vector at a point Ji+’ y E J’+‘Y expressed by (3), then 
dzi( J,‘$(ht) = ti, dzi( J,y)(p[) = 0. 
and hh[ = T,J’y o TrTS2 . c, ph[ = 0, hp[ = 0, pp[ = TT’+~?~. [ - hh<. 
4. Degree of contactness 
Let W c Y be an open set. The horizontalization h : TJ’+lY -+ TJ’Y induces a 
decomposition of each of the modules of q-forms fl;kV, where q 2 1, in the following 
sense. Let p E QiW be a form, and let t1,t2,. . . ,&, be tangent vectors to J’+‘Y at a 
point Jl+‘y E W’+l. Using (2), we write T?r7+1y1..[i = h&+p&;, for each i = 1,2,. e _, q, 
and substitute these vectors in the pull-back (~‘+“r)*p of p which is defined by 
(r r+‘?*p( J:+‘r)(L t2,. . -7 t,> 
= p( J;,~)(TK~+“’ - C2,. . . , Tnr+“r . [,). 
Collecting together all terms homogeneous of degree q - k in horizontal components 
&,h&,..., l&r, we obtain a q-form pkp on Wr+‘, defined by the equation 
Pk/‘(J:+‘r)(& t2,. - - 7 t,> 
1 
= 
jlj2...jkjk+,...jq 
k! (q k)!’ P( JjY)(ptj, 7 P‘fjz 9 * * * 7 Ptjjk 7 T.. 0 7 - htkk+l htjj,) 
(summation through a8 values of the indices jr ,j2,. . ~ 9 jk, j,+, , _ . 1, j,). The form pkp 
is called the k-contact component of the form p* 
It is immediate that 
(n r+l*‘)*p = 2 Pkp. 
k=O 
Usually we write hp = pop, pp = Cp;p, and call the form hp (resp. pp) the horizontal 
(resp. contact) component of p. Note that the form pop is nri’-horizontal. 
A form p E RiW is called k-contact, if (7r T+l”)*p = pj_p or? which is the same, if 
pjp = 0 for every j # k; in this case the integer k is called the degree or contactness 
of the form pm We say that p is of degree of contactness > k, if hp = 0, pip = 0, 1 ~ ~~ 
pk-lp = 0. 
If q 2 1, then a form p E RiW is contact if and only if hp = 0; the forms prp, 
P2P, - ” -> p,p are all contact. 
We extend the definition of 1~ and p to functions. If f : W’ + I!4 is a function, we 
define hf = (7r r+l,T)*f, pf = 0. 
The horizontalization of forms can be characterized as a morphism of exterior alge- 
bras of forms induced locally by horizontalizations of functions and l-forms. It is easily 
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proved that the horizontalization h : R’W h QT+* W is a unique mapping satisfying 
the following conditions: (1) for every two forms p, v E R’W and every two forms 
p E fl;W, 77 E fi;W, h(p + v) = hp + hv, and /~(p A 7) = hp A hq, and (2) for every 
fibered chart (V, $), $ = (xi, y”) on Y such that V c W and every function lp on VA, 
hf = (K ‘+‘,‘)*f, hdxi = dxi, hdy; = y;jdxjl with obvious meaning of the multi-index 
Jj. Note that this characterization of h implies pdx* = 0, pdy: = w;. 
5. Local structure of horizontal and contact forms 
Let (V,ti,>, 7c, = (xi,ya), b e a fibered chart on Y. Our goal in this section is to 
determine the chart expression of the k-contact component of a differential q-form. 
We usually express a differential q-form p on J’Y in terms of this fibered chart by 
’ = i: 1 
s=. s! (4 - s)! 
A~:~~::f,‘~i~+,i,+2...iq 
. dy;,’ A dyyz2 A . . . A dy;e” A dx”+’ A dxiSt2 A I. o A dxzq 
where it is automatically understood that the following summations take place: (a) 
summation through the index s (explicitly designated), (b) summation through all 
values of the indices iS+r, is+2,. . . ,i, (standard summation convention), and (c) sum- 
mation through all values of the multi-indices I,, 1z,. . . , I, and all values of the indices 
~l,~Z,.-., 
AI, r,...r, 
CT, (standard summation convention). We also understand the coefficients 
to be a&symmetric in the multi-indices (T:)’ (“I,‘), ~ . ., (;I), and 6162...0, E,+1*,+2...2C4 
in the indices i,,, , is+,, . . . , i, (compare with (2.5)). 
Analogous expressions are obtained when the basis of l-forms (3.5) is used. 
Lemma 1. Let W be an open set in Y, q 2 1 an irzteger, p E RiW a q-form, and let 
(V, $), y’l = (xi, y”), be a fibered chart on Y such that V c W. 
(a) Assume that on Vr+l, the form ( nr+‘*‘)*p hes a chart expression 
.w;; A... Au;; Adxik+’ A... A dx iq. 
Then the k-contact component pkp of p has the chart expression 
1 
pkp = k! (q - k)! 
B 
1, I,...r, 
v]62...0k ik+lik+z...iq L$ A... A wykk A dx”“+’ A D . . A dxzq. 
(b) Assume that on V’, the form p has a chart expression 
P = 2 ’ A~~‘b’;:lfi, is+lic+2...iq 
s__o s! (4 - SY 
. dyTsl A dy;22 A . . ~ A dyTSk A dxfc+’ A dxtd+2 A D e o A dxiq_ 
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Then on VT+’ 7 the k-contact component pkp of the form p has the chart expression 
1 
p/J’ = k! (q _ k)! B 
11 I2...I, 
~i~Z...~k ik+lik+2..& 
* w;,l A w;22 A . . . A w;; A dxlk+’ A dx’k+2 A . . . A dxaq, 
where 
B~:::~~~~ktl...i,i,tl...iq 
= g (“9 1;) A:~;::I,*~::;:~s i,t,i,+2...iqY~~~~lik+l * * . YL 
antisyfn (ik+l . . . isi,+, e . . iq)_ 
Proof. All these formulas may be obtained by a long but straightforward calculation. 
6. ‘The trace decomposition 
In this section we study some systems of linear algebraic equations, related to the 
problem of describing the structure of contact forms, and find their solutions. 
Let r, s, and n be positive integers such that s < 72. We shall consider collections of 
real numbers A = (Aj1jz...jr;li2...ia), where 1 < jl,jz, _ m e ?j,, i,,&, o . .) i, < n, antisym- 
metric in the subscripts, and symmetric in the superscripts. Denote 
Pi’ ..&-l = A 
pi1 . ..i._* 
j, . ..js__l pj,...j,_,7 
. 
Q 
r1zz...i+1 
jlj2...j,+l = 
(r + l)(S + l)AiZi3...ir+l 
1233 . ..j. b:: n+r-s 
antisym (jr&. . .js+l), 
and define 
sym (i,i,. . . i,+,). 
trA = (P”“““-‘j,...j,_,), 
Lemma 2. (a) For any collection 
WIA = 0, trtrA = 0, 
and 
qA = (Qi1i2”“‘t1jljz..jatl). 
A, 
(4) 
A = qtrA+ trqA. (5) 
(b) Equation qB + trC = A for unknown collections (B, C) has a unique solution 
such that tr B = 0, qC = 0. This is the solution B = tr A, C = qA. 
Proof. Both assertions are easy consequences of definitions. 
We say that a collection A is traceless, if tr A = 0. By (4), the second term in the 
decomposition (5) is traceless. 
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Lemma 3. Let T,S,IL be positive integers, and let A = (Ajllz...JF;liz”~-i,), 1 :< 
jl,j2,...,jr,il,i2,...,is , < n, be a collection of reul numbers, antisymmetric in tlbe 
.subscripts, and symmetric in the superscripts. 
(a) Equation qB = A has a solution B = ( Bjl...jr-l;l,,,;S_l) ij and only if qA = 0. 
(b) If B, is a solution, then a collection B2, antisymmetric in the subscripts a7d 
symmetric in the superscript, is a solution if and only if there exists a collection 
C = (C iliz...i,_z 
3132...Jr-2 
), antisymmetric in the subscripts and symmetric in the SW 
perscripts, such that B, = B, + q(C). Two solutions B,, 63, coincide, B, = B, , if and 
only ij tr B, = tr B, I 
Proof.. This assertion follows from Lemma 2. 
Now let p, q, and n are positive integers sucl~ that p < q- Let Er denote the real 
vector space of sets of real numbers A = (Afk:‘E;:;~~J, where 1 < i,, i,, a “. , ip Q II, 
p? < kr 1 k,, . . ” ) k, ,< 71.. 
A set A = (A;,‘;;;:;pk,) is called traceless, if its traces are all zero. A is called bl- 
generated if there exist sets 
such that every element A~,&,‘~~ 
. q 
can be expressed in the form 
+... 
(P)il iZ...i,_l i, (p)iliz...i,_l i, (p)lli2...zp--l 
+ “; B(l)k2k3...k, •t 6k2B(2)klk3...kq + *. *f 6k,B(q)kIk2...kq_-L* 
The sets (6) are then called the 61-components of the 6l-generated set A = (A;;:*i;l’“i ). 
It is easily seen that the coxnponents as introduced above need not be defined uniquely. 
A &l-generated set A = (A:I*i;:?J is called S2-generated if it has S’-components that 
are 6l-generated (in E,“:: ). Proceeding on induction, we define a F-generated set, where 
1 6 T < p, as a ~5’~’ -generated set whose 61-components are all 6”-*-components are 
all 6’-‘-generated. 
To complete the definition we call any set A = (A:::;:;:; ) to be ho-generated. The 
component of a SO-generated set is unique, and coincides w&h this set. 
Clearly, a F-generated set is always V-l-generated. 
It is now evident how to introduce the F-components of a ST-generated set. 
A F-generated set A = (A2c:“,‘;:::‘, ), where 0 < T < p - 1, is said to be traceless if 
all its br-components are traceless s&s (in E,pZJ)* Now we shall be dealing now with 
the following problem (the trace decomposition problem). Given a set A E E,“, find 
bT-generated, traceless sets A(‘) E EB, wh ere 0 < T Q p - 1, and a bp -generated set 
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A(rjEEt such that A = A(‘) + A(‘) + A(*) + . . .+,4(P). Th e race decomposition problem t 
can also be formulated in a more explicit way. 
Lemma 4. Let p, q, and n are positive integers such that p < q, and let A = 
(A ;$;::‘.p,,) E E; b e a set of real numbers. There exist a unique traceless set of real 
numbers 
B = (B;::;;::;;,) E E,P, 
some traceless sets of real numbers 
(TlTZJrn) _ 
B( 
(v-~T~...T,)~,,+~ &m+2 ..&, 
s, s2...sm) - B( slsz...s,)k,,+lk,m+Z...k.‘q > ’ Er’:7 
1<rl<r2<...<Tfn<p-1, {s1,s2,...,S,}C{1,2,...,9}, 
and some sets of real numbers 
(12...p) 
B( s1 s2 . ..sp) 
= B(‘2”‘P) 
( (s~sz...s~)ke~+~ k++2...ksq > 
E ~94.,, 
{S l,S2,.-*9 s,> c W,...,9}, 
such that 
Proof. See [8]. 
7. The contact ideal 
In this section, we wish to describe the structure of contact forms on J’Y. Since 
every q-form with q > n is contact, we consider the case 1 < q 6 n. 
We prove the following main result. 
Theorem. Let W c Y be an open set, p E s2FW a form, and let (V,+), $ = (xi,yO), 
be a fibered chart such that V C W. 
(a) Let q = 1. Then p is contact if and only if p = @6Jw; for some functions 
@p,” : V’ ----) R, where IJI < r - 1. 
(b) Let 2 < q < n. Then p is contact if and only if 
P =i&@,J+dw;A’I’~, (7) 
where Qi (resp. qi) are some (q-1)-forms (resp. (q-2)-forms) on V’, and IJI < r- 1, 
111 = r - 1. 
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Proof. (a) p has an expression p = @;dzi + @iJj + QLdYF, where IJI < T - 1, 111 = r. 
Thus 11~ = (~j + S~Y~i)d~i, and hp = 0 if and only if *‘; = 0, \Jri = 0. 
(b) Only necessity of condition (7) needs proof. Let 2 < q < n. By Lemma 4, /, 
is expressible in the form p = p0 + p’ with the following properties: the first term /-jO 
is generated by contact l-forms wj with [.I/ < T - 1 and contact 2-forms do; with 
111 = T - 1, and 
pf = j,i~i*.,,i~ds” A dZZ2 A . . . A dxiq 
1 
+ l!(q- l)! 
A~,i,,,,i,d~~~ A dz” A . ~ . A dziq 
1 
+ 
1112 
2! cq _ 2)!A,,,,;,i,...~~d~~~ A do: A ds ‘a A dzi4 A . . . A dziq (8) 
1 
+;5-4 
I,12 . ..I. u,u2.,,uqdy;~’ A dy;; A ’ . . A dY;;, 
where all the coefficients A~,i2,,,iq, A~,~2i3i(,..io, . . ., A~~~2:::~q~:iq are traceless. We wish 
to show that p’ = 0. 
Obviously, hp’, and 
hp’ = ( ‘Ai~~z...i, + 
1 
9! l!(q- l)! 
AL’~i2...iqYT~i~ 
1 
t 
II 12 
2! cq _ 2)!A,,~2i3il...iqY~~1jlY~~i2 
+ 0 I, I + 
(4 --II)! ]!A 
R’b2,:::~I~ i,YT:ir YTli* 
uq-1 
0 ~ ’ YI,_,i,_, 
1 I,12 . ..I. 6, 
-y 
~~az,..~,yI,i,y~~iiz . . . yang, dx” A dXZ2 A I . . A dxiq. 
> 
Since by hypothesis hp = 0, the coefficient must vanish identically. We get, using 
antisymmetry of Aili2,,.zq in the subscripts and the antisymmetry of A:l$2:::$g in the 
multi-indices (,$I), (z), . . .? (,$), Ai,;2,,,iq = 0, A>l$2:::k = 0 and 
I,12 . ..I. 
A ‘. p s?Z nloz”..o,t,+,13+2...lq El 12 ‘. .b,“; = 0 antisym (i,i,. . fig), 
(9) 
sym (0,), sym (&2pz), *. * 3 sym (Qj) 
for every j = 1,2,. . . , q - 1. In th ese formulas, we use multi-indices of the fornl 
I = (s,sz . o .s,), where 1 < sl, s2,. . . , s, < 72. 
Our objective now will be to solve (3) with respect to the unknowns 
A = (A” 12 . ..IJ 
ala2...aJ1~+1il+*...iq)’ d 
un er assumption that A is a traceless system. 
If j = 1 we apply formula (5) A = q tr A + tr qA of Lemma 2 in which (9) means 
t,hat qA = 0. Since by hypothesis, trA = 0, we get A = 0 or, which is the same, 
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4$2ij...iq = 0.
Nowlet2<j<q-l.Wehave 
*C 
21*2...*,2,+1...*q2q+l...~~ 
6 
p1~2...p,s,t1s,tz...~~i~t~i~t2...i~ 
= A 11 I2 . ..I. ~plpz...p,p,+l...i9i9tl...an 
ala2...a,1,t~Z,t2...2q 
*t 
~~p2...~,s,+1S,t2...Sgi~t~i~t2...i~ = 
0 
vm (NIL vm V& . . . v vm Ujpj). 
Notice the symmetrizations indicated in the sum on the left hand side of this equation. 
Now we express these symmetrizations explicitly. We get the following summands: 
(a) The summands in which all the summation superscripts p,,p,, . . . ,pj index the 
Levi-Civita symbol, i.e., 
1 
MA 
II I2 . ..I. JJiP2...P,i,t~...i,i,t~ . ..i. 
ClfJ.2 ...~,z,t~2,+2...zq ‘PlP2...P,s,tls,t2...s,i,tli~t2...in 
’ = (q - j)!(n - q + j)!A~l~2:::~;,tli,t2...;q”~‘+: 6:;; . . .sdg, 
(r + 1)” 
= (q - .i>! (n - q t .gAI’12 ...I. i,t1 i,t2 
(r t l)j 
~l~2...a,i,tli,t2...iQ~S,t1 6s,t2 5 . * 6 
ZP 
sp 
antisym (Sj+lSj+z . . . sg). 
These summands are equal to 
(q - j)! (n - q t j)!AIllz . ..I. 
(T + 1)’ 
ala2...o,S,+lS,+2...Sq’ (11) 
(b) All the remaining terms, in which at least one of the summation superscripts 
Pl,P2,0**, pj enters a multi-index of the coefficient A$l~2::;~i ,,i t2...iqo Let k be an 
index such that 1 < k < j, and consider the terms in wh&r k’of the superscripts I 
Pl,P2,.~., Pi enter multi-indices of A$l?2 :::~jiltlilt2 ,;,* A typical term of this kind is 
defined as follows. We decompose the multi-indices’jr , J2,. . . , Ik in the form 
with multi-indices Jr, J2, . . ., Jk of length T- 1. To this decomposition there corresponds 
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a term 
1 ,-hP,JzPz...JkP,dk+~ . ..I. 
., 
CT + 1)” 01 62 ...bk ok+1 . ..‘T.lj+ltj+.Z...lq 
c 
9192...9kPk+lPk+2..,PJi)+L ...iqiq+l...in 
E 
plP~...p~S~+1s,+2....~~i~+li~+2...~~ 
vnl (JIQ ), , . . , SYlIl (JkYkl 
= (4 - j + Ic)! (n - 4 + j - ~)!AJ,plJZPI...JkPk1k+1 . ..I. 
(13) 
(f- +  l)j 
01 62 . ..bk ok+1 . ..a.i,+li3+2...iq 
’ b,p: 6;; * o . t@::‘,: “?‘+5 . . .6$9, 
SYnl (J,q,), ” * * 7 sY*l McQk)~ antisym (p,p, a ._ .P~s~+~s~+~ ,, D _ s~)~ 
1112 . ..I. where we have taken into account that the coefficients A,,,, ,,d i +li +2 
’ 0 3 1 ... 
are symmet- 
ric in the indices entering the multi-indices (12). Note that in 13 ~ntis~rrlruetrizatiolr 
follows symmetrizations. Now we use the hypothesis that the coefficients are traceless. 
This enables us to write (13) in the form 
(q-j+k)!(n-q+&)! k!(q-j)! 
(T t 1)’ (q - j t k)! 
or 
(14) 
vm (J,chJ9 1s19 v*n Vkqk), antisym (qlq2 J _ e qlc). 
The number of terms of the forms (14) in the sum (10) is equal to (i)* 
Now we collect together all terms in (14) expressed as a multiple of 
A 1112 1,ola2uj~,+1Sj+2...Sqa For k = 1, all terms are of the desired form, and we get 
p - q + j - l)! (q - j)!AI,121’ 
(T + 1)’ 
ala2a,s,+153+2...Sg’ 
For general k, 1 < k < j, (14) gives 
0 j (n- q+j - k)!(q-j)!A~~‘2’l k (f- i- 1)” olo2a,s,+,s,+Z...sq’ 
Summation of (11) and (15) leads to the expression 
(7~qtj-k)!(q-jj)! 
(T + 1)' 
,J1~2~Js,+lsJ+2...sq 
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In all the remaining summands in (lo), the components of the system of unknowns 
A = (A”‘2’-’ 
ula2u~S,+1S~+2~~~Sq ) enter with nontrivial permutations of the superscripts. 
Using the left-hand side of (10) we now define B = (~~~2:::~sJ+1sJ+2.,,~q) by 
(n-q+j-k)!(q-j)! 
(r + l)j >( 
Alll2l, 
~lfJz~,s,+lS,+z...~q 
, ~PiPz...p,i,+l...i,i,+l ..& 
~P~P2...p3sJ+~s,+2...sqiq+~iq+2...in 
SY’ll (4PA vrn (I2P2), . . . , wn (IjPj)- 
Denoting 
B = pA, (17) 
equation (10) takes the form 
A-QA=O. P) 
To complete the proof for the case 2 < j < q - 1 we apply an elementary version 
of the fixed point theorem to the mapping Q* To this purpose we denote by E the 
Euclidean vector space whose elements are finite, traceless system of real numbers 
A = (A$1:2::::J 5j+15J+2...5q). If A E E then obviously B = VA. We use a norm on E 
defined by 
IlAll = ~naxl ~4:~:~::::~ sJ+ls,+2...sqI. 
We want to prove that the mapping p : E + E is a contraction, i.e., there exists X E R 
such that 0 < X < 1 and JJQAJJ < Xl/All f or every A E E. By the fixed point theorem, 
this will guarantee that equation (17) has a unique solution. 
We get, using (16) and (14), and (lo), 
I B I, 12 . ..I. dlQ2...0, s,+*s,+2...sq I < 
-f-(1 - a,(?v;-k) 
k=2 ML 
n-q+j-k 
j-k > 
Denoting the coefficient at /IAll by X we get lIpAll < XllAll, where 
< 1. 
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Consequently, the ma,pping 9 has a unique fixed point. 
Since the fixed points of p are precisely solutions of equation (18) A - pA = 0, this 
equation has a unique solution, and this is the trivial solution A = 0. 
This result shows that if lop = 0, then the form p’ (8) vanishes identically which 
completes the proof. 
8. Strongly contact forms 
Let n + 1 < q 6 dim J’Y, and let p E QkV be a form. We say that p is sfror~~ly 
co~~tcrct, if its (q - n)-contact component vanishes, y,_,,p = 0. The following Corol1ar.y 
describes the structure of strongly contact forms on J’Y. 
Corollary 1. Let W c Y be an open set, q an integer such that TL+ 1 < q < dim J’Y, 
p E C22,9 W a form, and let (V, ?i,, ti = (zig y”) be a fibered chart such that V c W. The~l 
p is strongly contact if and only if 
jar Solrle (‘I - p - 2s)- jOl’lllS @n”$ :::$l:‘:, :::f: on V’ such that y + s > q - 7) -- 
1$J,1,lU,..., &I < r- 1, 1~11,1~2I,...,l~Sl = T- 1. 
Proof. We proceed by induction. The proof consisbs in using (7) and (9) and the trace 
decomposition theorem (Lemma 4). 
9. Decomposable forms 
Let 1 6 q < 7~ and let p be a q-form on an open set M’ in J’Y. We sa.y that /, is 
decomposable if p = p1 +p2, where p1 is a 7r’-horizontal form, and p2 is a contact fornr. 
Let ri + 1 < q < dim J’Y. We say that p is decomposable if p = p, + p2, where pr is 
(q - n)-contact form, and p2 is of order of contactness > q - n + 1. 
Obviously, if 1 < q < 7~. Then p is decomposable if and only if its horizontal compo 
nent is 7rT+‘,r -projectable. If 7~ + 1 < q < dim J’Y then p is decomposable if and on1.v 
if its (q - n)-contact component is x’““-projectabie. 
To find a criterion of decomposability, we first prove a lemma on the contact con- 
ponents of p” 
Let (V?$), r/l = (z’, y”) a fib ered chart on Y. Express p in the form p = pe i- n’, 
where p0 is generated by the contact l-forms w: with IJ! < r - 1, and 
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Let for every j, 0 < j < Q, pjp’ be expressed by 
I 1 I 
I’jP = j! (q _ j)! B 
I, . ..I.-1 I, 
01 . ..C7._101 i,+l...i&, 
where Il,ZZ,..., Ii are multi-indices of length f. 
A w;; A . . . A w;; A dz”+l A . . . A dzzq, 
Denote for 1 < j < q 
C 
11 Iz . ..l._, pz...p, T(q - j> 
C~fT~...fJ3-_1 6, 
= 
zJ+z...~q 71 + T _ q + j 
B” I2 . ..I.-, PP2...Pr 
dlBZ ‘.‘“_?--l O.3 pi,+p A, 
where Jj = (PI~P~,..-,P~)- 
Lemma 5. The coeficients B:,22 $ i,+l ...i, obey the following conditions: 
aB;::2:::k 
aY; 
= 0, IL] = r + 1, 
B 
I, 12 . ..I.-, 1, 
c~6~...c73__1cT, i,+1...i, - ca’:~~:::~Z:~:“‘p’;,+~...iq6~+1 
7’ + 1 
1112 12-1 
= 
dBw~~J-l si,+l...i, 
n+r-q+j “Y$ (1% 
antisyln (i,+lij+z.. . iq), sym (p~pz . . .p,), Ij = (plpz . . .p,), 1 6 j < q, 
1112 aB~,~2:::~I: i,i,+l...i, 
“Yiyp 
_ CT + l)(q - j t 1) ~Bdi!2:::2,1: ++l...i, dP = o 
n+r-qtj ay;:j, 
23 
antisym (ijz^j+l D . . 
$), sylrl (Ijp), 1 < j < q. 
Proof. Let us consider the form (~~+‘*~)*p. Writing (~‘+‘l~)*p = hp +p,p + . . . •t pkp 
and using the identity d(nr + 1, r)*p = (nT+lvT)*dp we obtain 
dhpt dp,p+ . . . + dp,p = hdp + p,dp + . . . + p&p + P,+, P 
which leads to the identities 
hdhp = (nr+2’r+1)*hdp, 
p&p t pldplp = (~~+‘*‘+*)*p~dp, 
” D o 
p&,-,p + r@p,p = (rr+2’r+1 )*p& 
(20) 
p,+&,p = CT T+2’r+1)*pq+ldp. 
Expressing both sides in terms of the basis dx2, WE, dyi-, where /I,( < T+ 1, IKJ < at2, 
we see that l-forms dyx* are missing on both sides of these equalities, and the right- 
hand side expressions do not contain WE with IL1 = T + 1. Therefore, the sum of terms 
on the left which contain WE with IL1 = T + 1, should vanish identically. 
For~nulas (20) can be applied to the form p’. Let 1 < j < q, and consider th+> 
chart expression for the form ~~dp~_~p + pjdpjp. This expression contains precisely thl> 
following terms containing w; with L = h’ji,, IL1 = 7’ + 1: 
1 aB~k~:::~_I1i,i,+l . ..ik 
(j- l)!(q-j+ l)! 8Y& 
. wz,, A w;?, A wz2 A . , . A w:,-_‘, A dxz3 A . . . A dxZq 
Here we have applied the formula dwsI_ = -wyCi A dx’. Thus the terms 
1 
(j- l)!(q-j)! ,-:+ 1 ( 
~B~~~~:::~~~,‘;,;,+1 . ..i. 
83/Z,, 
_ BKlh-2...h-J-,K 3 
isip old2 . ..4._~4, i,+l...i, z, 
> 
‘w& A w;?, A wp2 A . . . A w;l:“, A dxi3 A . . . A dxzq. 
should vanish identically, and we have 
Bii,1i2...KJ_,I~ I a? = 1 8B 
It.1 h‘2 . ..Ii._i 
6102 . ..6._, t,,,+, . ..tq 
cl62 . ..o.-10, i,+l...t, *, 
q-j+ 1 “Y$,, (2%j 
antisyni (ijij+a . . . i,), wn ( Ic39)), 16j6q. 
Let j = q + 1, and consider the chart expression of the form ~~+~dp~p” llsing the 
same formulas as above we easily obtain the identity 
This proves the first formula (19). 
Let US contract both sides of (21) in p, ij. Write l\‘j in the form fCj = (j,j, . . .j,.) and 
put (omitting for simplicity the indices and multi-indices gl, . , . , uJ, I\‘,, I<,, . ~ , , h,_, ) 
gB = CT + l)(q - _i + 1) Bh’l~2...1i,--13233...~r+l 
n+r-q+s ala2 ..6,-_16, i,+22,+3...tq+1 “:,‘+I 
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Then using the notation of Lemma 2, we have 
B = BIi'K2...~,-ljljz...jr 
6162 . ..6.__1UJ i,+li,+2...iq7 
with necessary symmetrizations and antisymmetrizations understood. Then the con- 
traction of (21) takes the form 
B"l~2...h;--ljlj2...jr 
UlU2 . ..UJ_-16. i3+li3+2...iq 
= CT+ l)k-j+ 1) 1 
aBIi’ Ii2 ..A-,_, 
did2 ...a,-lsiJ+1...2q 
n-tr-qtj q-j+1 aY;;J2...jrJ 
r-t-1 
dBfGK 2 .x,-1 
01672 
1 
. ..bj-i sir+l . ..tq 
ntr-qtj ~Y3q:2...jrS 
(23) 
antisylll ( ij+I ij+2 . . . i,), sym (j& . . .j,). 
This proves the second formula (19). 
Now we multiply (23) by 
r-+-l SF 
n-+-r-q+j zJ 
and substitute the resulting expression in (Zl), antisymmetrize in ij, Zj+l, ” I us i,, and 
symmetrize in p, j,, j,, “. ., jr. Since the contribution given by the third term in (22) 
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vanishes identically, we get 
r+l d Baas :::~~,‘~i, 
n+r-q+j 8YZ,, 
’ ...lq “1”, 
1 
K,Kz...K,_, 
= 
dBO,Oz . ..u._li,i,+l...i, 
g-j+1 “Y& 
antisym (i,ij+r . . . i,), sp (Ii-p), 16j64. 
This is precisely the last of the formulas (19), and the proof is complete. 
Corollary 2. Let W C Y be un open set, p E CiFW a form, and let 
(x2, y6), be a fibered chart such that V c W. 
(V>‘tc)> 71, == 
(a) Let q = 1. Then p is decomposable if und only if p = Qidxt + @iwT for some 
functions a;, (ai : V’ - IFi, where IJI < T - 1. 
(11) Let 2 < q < n. Then p is decomposable if and only if 
P = @i*i2...ik dx” A dxz2 A ~. ~ AdxZyfu;r\~~+du;r\~~, 
where Gil i2.,,ik (resy. Cp,“, req. *L are some functions (req. (q- 1)-fomm, resp. (q--2)- 
forms) on L”, and 1JI < T - 1, 111 = T - 1. 
(c) Let n + 1 < q Q dim J’Y. Then p is decomposuble if and only if 
91 Jz 1.. JP~I 12 . ..I. for some (q - n)-forms ~i,i2..,*9 and (q - ~1 - 2s)-forms ~0,62,,,bPv1v2~~,,I QTI V’,, where 
IJ,l,lJ&.~ lJ,l < T-- ~,I~~l,I~~l,...,I~,l = r- 1. 
Proof. (a)phasanexpressionp=Q;dxi+QI,Jw~+~~dy~,whereJJJ~r-1.ill=r. 
Thus hp = (Qi + qiyyi)dx’, and hp is nr+lTr -projectable if and only if Ui = 0. 
(b) Only necessity of condition (b) needs proof. Let 2 < q < n, and assume hp to be 
7rT+rYT-projectable. p has an expression 
p = PO + Ai,i,.,,i,dx”’ A dx’2 A 1 . ~ A dx2k + A~~ i2,,.ikdy~~ A dx22 A _ o ” A dx”’ 
+ p2 ~102~3,(...ikdy~,’ A dy~22 A dxa3 A dxa4 A I. ” A dx” + I. ” 
+A 
11 12 . ..I&. 
~1~2...~k_-likdyY~1 A dyYz2 A 0 * * A dyykkI,’ A dxzk 
+A 
1,1, . ..lk 
g1c2 . ..rkdy.; A dy;; A . . . A dy;; 7 
where p. belongs to the ideal of forms generated by the l-forms 05, where IJJ < T - 1, 
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and 2-forms &J;, where (I( < T - 1. Since hp is expressed by 
11~ =(Ai,i2...iq +A?, i2...iqYi:il + A”I2 610  isid ...i. Yy:i, Yyli2 + . * * 
+A 
I, I2 . ..I.-1 6, c3 og-1 
c7*d2 . ..mq-l 511, il YI2i2 . * * Yl,_,i,_, 
+ A~,~2:::~yr:i, yogi, . . . y~~i4)dx*’ A dxa2 A . . . A dxiq 
it is immediate that ltp is 7rT+*,’ 
dzi2 A 
-projectable if and only if the form p - Ailil,,,iqdxil A 
0 * D A dxiq is contact. Now we apply Theorem. 
(c) To prove (c) we proceed in the same way as in (b), and apply Corollary 1. 
Let us discuss a construction applied in the variational calculus. Let p E @IV be a 
form, (V, T/I), 4~ = (x1, y”) a fibered chart on Y. p has a unique expression of the form 
p = p. + p’, where p. is generated by the contact l-forms wf; with [.I[ ,< T - 1, contact 
2-forms dw,” with [I( = T - 1, and p’ does not contain any of these l-forms, i.e., 
P’ = 5 ’ ALl~~2:::L~ i3+lic+2...ig 
s__o s! (q - s)! 
0 dy;]’ A dy;; A . . . A dy;; A dx”+’ A dxist2 A . . . A dx”, 
(I,( = llzl = ~. ~ = I&( = T, 
(24) 
and all the coefficients are traceless. Assume for instance that 1 < q < n. Then the 
restriction of the horizontalization 1~ to the forms (24) is a linear isomorphism. Denoting 
V(~)W = @1y II cant R,9W we obtain a submodule of the module RZW consisting of 
contact q-forms. Then the quotient fl,“IylOF(c) W is identified with the image of the 
horizontalization h : R,9W + R~+,W. Denote by A: : hR:W + QgW/Q” 
inverse mapping. Clearly, A: assigns to form hp a class represented by p’. 
r c,” the 
I’ t is now 
easy to find equations of this mapping. Writing hp in the form 
hp = hp’ = ~Bi,;,;~dz” A dx22 A . . . A dsiq 
we obtain 
. w;; A w;; A a., A w;; A dx”+’ A dx”+’ A . . I A dx G , 
1111 = II,] = . *. = [IsI = T, 
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where 
Bit izi3...ig = 
r+l dnsliZi3...ig 
72 + r - q + 1 &T,‘,, ’ 
B 
11 12 r -I- 1 aBI: s2i3i4...irl 
6162 i3i4 . ..i. =n+r-q+2 a& 
(r + 1)2 a2Bs, s2i3...iq 
= (7~ + r - q + 2>(n t r - q + 1) dyy;,, &J~~~, ’ (25) 
B I, 12 . ..I._, 0162 ..“bq-~ i, 
(r-t 1)q-’ oq-lBs,s~...s~-li, 
= (7h+rl)...(n+r -q+2)(n+r- q+ 1)i)y~~,li)y~~s2 ~..By~v_;Is~_I 9 
I, 12 . ..I. 
B =o. ‘T, CT* . ..*q 
In particular, Aghp is this component of the form p which can be reconstructed from 
its horizontal component 11~; Azhp coincides with the local complement to the contact 
component of p. 
It is easily verified that equations (25) generalize the well-known formulas for the 
fundamental Lepagean equivalent described in [2,6,7]. 
In terms of the mapping A: we can say that a form p E R$TW is 7r’+‘P’-decornposable 
if and only if Azhp = 0. 
The case 7t + I < q < dim J’Y can be treated in the same way, with h interchaugetl 
bY Pq-TX* 
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